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RED= Story is lost; still looking for the story

Debbie Shaw Business or 
Pleasure

Adult Emma drops by at Steed's 
apartment with some papers 
and he must choose what or 
who he'd prefer to fiddle with.
Based on an idea from 
"Dead Man's Treasure".

The Four Poster 
Bed

Adult Emma ties Steed to the bed 
and they discuss their 
relationship. Whimsical piece
with references to various 
Avengers "in jokes" and 
episodes. 

The Ghost story G-rated A tale from the beyond, told 
by Emma's departed mother

Where do you start Adult A reworking of the tag from 
TFMK

Khell/Kvec Ther Meaning of 
L.i.f.e.

? ?

J.A.P. Lloyd A Different View Review
found

The Dark Stranger Review
found

Midnight. Just Good Friends Adult Parody. But, surely Steed 
and Mrs. Peel are "just good 
friends?

Studly and the 
Steampipe

Adult Steed gets kidnapped by a 
mystery woman - ooh er! 

In A Round About 
Way

Adult Steed and Mrs. Peel return 
from a party, but it seems a 
misunderstanding has come 
between them... can they 
resolve the situation? 

Spiderxand Timeframe ? This takes place after 
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License to Kill and The 
Avengers motion picture.

Trevor Dower Saving the world in 
style (I ?)

?

Mother's Day            ? A short story centered 
around the character of
'Mother', inspired by the 
article 'The Champagne 
Murderer' by Ian Beazley.   
source

Zake Who do you think 
you are?

? ?

UNKNOWN 
ATUTHOR?

The Twin Trouble Not 
rated

- FOUND

Bitshifter The Missing Aviator Not 
rated

The seventh of a series of 
adventures designed to 
bridge between broadcast 
episode 3.26, "Lobster 
Quadrille" (Cathy Gale), and 
episode 4.01, "The Town Of 
No Return" (Emma Peel).

FOUND

UNKNOWN 
ATUTHOR

Greens ? Steed shows off his roots. 
Emma does some weeding.

FOUND

Update 16.12.2015

http://web.archive.org/web/20030501070352/http://theprosperofiles.co.uk/mothersday.html

